


KJV Bible Word Studies for FILLETS



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
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English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

fillets Exo_27_10 # And the twenty pillars thereof and their twenty sockets [shall be of] brass; the hooks of 
the pillars and their fillets [shall be of] silver.

fillets Exo_27_11 # And likewise for the north side in length [there shall be] hangings of an hundred [cubits]
long, and his twenty pillars and their twenty sockets [of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets [of] 
silver.

fillets Exo_36_38 # And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he overlaid their chapiters and their 
fillets with gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass.

fillets Exo_38_10 # Their pillars [were] twenty, and their brazen sockets twenty; the hooks of the pillars and
their fillets [were of] silver.

fillets Exo_38_11 # And for the north side [the hangings were] an hundred cubits, their pillars [were] 
twenty, and their sockets of brass twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets Exo_38_12 # And for the west side [were] hangings of fifty cubits, their pillars ten, and their sockets 
ten; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets Exo_38_17 # And the sockets for the pillars [were of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets 
[of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and all the pillars of the court [were] filleted 
with silver.

fillets Exo_38_19 # And their pillars [were] four, and their sockets [of] brass four; their hooks [of] silver, 
and the overlaying of their chapiters and their fillets [of] silver.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

fillets of silver Exo_27_11 # And likewise for the north side in length [there shall be] hangings of an 
hundred [cubits] long, and his twenty pillars and their twenty sockets [of] brass; the hooks of the pillars 
and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets of silver Exo_38_11 # And for the north side [the hangings were] an hundred cubits, their pillars 
[were] twenty, and their sockets of brass twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets of silver Exo_38_12 # And for the west side [were] hangings of fifty cubits, their pillars ten, and their 
sockets ten; the hooks of the pillars and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets of silver Exo_38_17 # And the sockets for the pillars [were of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their
fillets [of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and all the pillars of the court [were] 
filleted with silver.

fillets of silver Exo_38_19 # And their pillars [were] four, and their sockets [of] brass four; their hooks [of] 
silver, and the overlaying of their chapiters and their fillets [of] silver.

fillets shall be Exo_27_10 # And the twenty pillars thereof and their twenty sockets [shall be of] brass; the 
hooks of the pillars and their fillets [shall be of] silver.

fillets were of Exo_38_10 # Their pillars [were] twenty, and their brazen sockets twenty; the hooks of the 
pillars and their fillets [were of] silver.

fillets with gold Exo_36_38 # And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he overlaid their chapiters and 
their fillets with gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



fillets EXO 027 010 And the twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + thereof and their twenty <06242 + sockets 
<00134 +>eden > [ shall be of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 +
and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ shall be of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 027 011 And likewise 
<03651 +ken > for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > in length <00753 +>orek > [ there shall 
be ] hangings <07050 +qela< > of an hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ cubits ] long <00753 +>orek > , and his twenty
<06242 + pillars <05982 + and their twenty <06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth
> ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 
+keceph > . fillets EXO 036 038 And the five <02568 +chamesh > pillars <05982 + of it with their hooks <02053 
+vav > : and he overlaid <06823 +tsaphah > their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq 
> with gold <02091 +zahab > : but their five <02568 +chamesh > sockets <00134 +>eden > [ were of ] brass 
<05178 +n@chosheth > . fillets EXO 038 010 Their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their brasen 
<05178 +n@chosheth > sockets <00134 +>eden > twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars 
<05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ were of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 011 And 
for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ the hangings were ] an hundred <03967 +me>ah > 
cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > 
of brass <05178 +n@chosheth > twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their 
{fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 012 And for the west <03220 +yam 
> side <06285 +pe>ah > [ were ] hangings <7050qela< > of fifty <02572 +chamishshiym > cubits <00520 
+>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + ten <06235 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > ten <06235 + ; the hooks 
<02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . 
fillets EXO 038 017 And the sockets <00134 +>eden > for the pillars <05982 + [ were of ] brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] 
silver <03701 +keceph > ; and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > [ of ] silver
<03701 +keceph > ; and all <03605 +kol > the pillars <05982 + of the court <02691 +chatser > [ were ] filleted 
<02836 +chashaq > with silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 019 And their pillars <05982 + [ were ] four 
<00702 +>arba< > , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > four <00702 +>arba<
> ; their hooks <02053 +vav > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > , and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their 
chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

fillets ^ Exo_27_11 / fillets /^of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_38_11 / fillets /^of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_38_12 / fillets /^of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_38_19 / fillets /^of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_38_17 / fillets /^of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and all the pillars of 
the court [were] filleted with silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_27_10 / fillets /^shall be of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_38_10 / fillets /^were of] silver. 

fillets ^ Exo_36_38 / fillets /^with gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

fillets Exo_36_38 And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he overlaid their chapiters and their 
{fillets} with gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass. 

fillets Exo_38_12 And for the west side [were] hangings of fifty cubits, their pillars ten, and their sockets 
ten; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. 

fillets Exo_38_11 And for the north side [the hangings were] an hundred cubits, their pillars [were] twenty, 
and their sockets of brass twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. 

fillets Exo_27_11 And likewise for the north side in length [there shall be] hangings of an hundred [cubits] 
long, and his twenty pillars and their twenty sockets [of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} 
[of] silver. 

fillets Exo_27_10 And the twenty pillars thereof and their twenty sockets [shall be of] brass; the hooks of 
the pillars and their {fillets} [shall be of] silver. 

fillets Exo_38_10 Their pillars [were] twenty, and their brazen sockets twenty; the hooks of the pillars and 
their {fillets} [were of] silver. 

fillets Exo_38_17 And the sockets for the pillars [were of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} 
[of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and all the pillars of the court [were] filleted 
with silver. 

fillets Exo_38_19 And their pillars [were] four, and their sockets [of] brass four; their hooks [of] silver, and 
the overlaying of their chapiters and their {fillets} [of] silver. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
fillets Exo_27_10 And the twenty (06242 +(esriym ) pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) thereof and their twenty 
(06242 +(esriym ) sockets (00134 +)eden ) [ shall be of ] brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) ; the hooks (02053 +vav
) of the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ shall be of ] silver (03701 +keceph 
) . 

fillets Exo_27_11 And likewise (03651 +ken ) for the north (06828 +tsaphown ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) in 
length (00753 +)orek ) [ there shall be ] hangings (07050 +qela( ) of an hundred (03967 +me)ah ) [ cubits ] 
long (00753 +)orek ) , and his twenty (06242 +(esriym ) pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) and their twenty (06242 
+(esriym ) sockets (00134 +)eden ) [ of ] brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) ; the hooks (02053 +vav ) of the pillars 
(05982 +(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) . 

fillets Exo_36_38 And the five (02568 +chamesh ) pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) of it with their hooks (02053 
+vav ):and he overlaid (06823 +tsaphah ) their chapiters (07218 +ro)sh ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq 
) with gold (02091 +zahab ):but their five (02568 +chamesh ) sockets (00134 +)eden ) [ were of ] brass 
(05178 +n@chosheth ) . 

fillets Exo_38_10 Their pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) [ were ] twenty (06242 +(esriym ) , and their brasen 
(05178 +n@chosheth ) sockets (00134 +)eden ) twenty (06242 +(esriym ) ; the hooks (02053 +vav ) of the 
pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ were of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) . 

fillets Exo_38_11 And for the north (06828 +tsaphown ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) [ the hangings were ] an 
hundred (03967 +me)ah ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) , their pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) [ were ] twenty (06242
+(esriym ) , and their sockets (00134 +)eden ) of brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) twenty (06242 +(esriym ) ; the 
hooks (02053 +vav ) of the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ of ] silver 
(03701 +keceph ) . 

fillets Exo_38_12 And for the west (03220 +yam ) side (06285 +pe)ah ) [ were ] hangings (7050qela( ) of fifty 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


(02572 +chamishshiym ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) , their pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) ten (06235 +(eser ) , 
and their sockets (00134 +)eden ) ten (06235 +(eser ) ; the hooks (02053 +vav ) of the pillars (05982 
+(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) . 

fillets Exo_38_17 And the sockets (00134 +)eden ) for the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) [ were of ] brass 
(05178 +n@chosheth ) ; the hooks (02053 +vav ) of the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) and their {fillets} (02838 
+chashuq ) [ of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) ; and the overlaying (06826 +tsippuwy ) of their chapiters (07218 
+ro)sh ) [ of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) ; and all (03605 +kol ) the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) of the court 
(02691 +chatser ) [ were ] filleted (02836 +chashaq ) with silver (03701 +keceph ) . 

fillets Exo_38_19 And their pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) [ were ] four (00702 +)arba( ) , and their sockets 
(00134 +)eden ) [ of ] brass (05178 +n@chosheth ) four (00702 +)arba( ) ; their hooks (02053 +vav ) [ of ] 
silver (03701 +keceph ) , and the overlaying (06826 +tsippuwy ) of their chapiters (07218 +ro)sh ) and their 
{fillets} (02838 +chashuq ) [ of ] silver (03701 +keceph ) . 
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fillets , EX , 27:10 , EX , 27:11 , EX , 36:38 , EX , 38:10 , EX , 38:11 , EX , 38:12 , EX , 38:17 , EX , 38:19 fillets Interlinear Index Study fillets EXO 027 010 And the twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + thereof and their twenty <06242
+ sockets <00134 +>eden > [ shall be of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ shall be of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 027 011 And 
likewise <03651 +ken > for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > in length <00753 +>orek > [ there shall be ] hangings <07050 +qela< > of an hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ cubits ] long <00753 +>orek > , and his 
twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + and their twenty <06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 
+keceph > . fillets EXO 036 038 And the five <02568 +chamesh > pillars <05982 + of it with their hooks <02053 +vav > : and he overlaid <06823 +tsaphah > their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > 
with gold <02091 +zahab > : but their five <02568 +chamesh > sockets <00134 +>eden > [ were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > . fillets EXO 038 010 Their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their brasen <05178 
+n@chosheth > sockets <00134 +>eden > twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ were of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 011 And for the north <06828
+tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ the hangings were ] an hundred <03967 +me>ah > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > of brass <05178 +n@chosheth 
> twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 012 And for the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ were ] 
hangings <7050qela< > of fifty <02572 +chamishshiym > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + ten <06235 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > ten <06235 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their
{fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 017 And the sockets <00134 +>eden > for the pillars <05982 + [ were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 +
and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and all <03605 +kol > the pillars <05982 + of the 
court <02691 +chatser > [ were ] filleted <02836 +chashaq > with silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 019 And their pillars <05982 + [ were ] four <00702 +>arba< > , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > four <00702 +>arba< > ; their hooks <02053 +vav > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > , and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver 
<03701 +keceph > . their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets with gold - fillets , 2838 , fillets EXO 027 010 And the twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + thereof and their twenty 
<06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden > [ shall be of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ shall be of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 027 011 
And likewise <03651 +ken > for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > in length <00753 +>orek > [ there shall be ] hangings <07050 +qela< > of an hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ cubits ] long <00753 +>orek > , and his
twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + and their twenty <06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 
+keceph > . fillets EXO 036 038 And the five <02568 +chamesh > pillars <05982 + of it with their hooks <02053 +vav > : and he overlaid <06823 +tsaphah > their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > 
with gold <02091 +zahab > : but their five <02568 +chamesh > sockets <00134 +>eden > [ were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > . fillets EXO 038 010 Their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their brasen <05178 
+n@chosheth > sockets <00134 +>eden > twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ were of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 011 And for the north <06828
+tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ the hangings were ] an hundred <03967 +me>ah > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > of brass <05178 +n@chosheth 
> twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 012 And for the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ were ] 
hangings <7050qela< > of fifty <02572 +chamishshiym > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + ten <06235 + , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > ten <06235 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their
{fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 017 And the sockets <00134 +>eden > for the pillars <05982 + [ were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 +
and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and all <03605 +kol > the pillars <05982 + of the 
court <02691 +chatser > [ were ] filleted <02836 +chashaq > with silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 019 And their pillars <05982 + [ were ] four <00702 +>arba< > , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > four <00702 +>arba< > ; their hooks <02053 +vav > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > , and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver 
<03701 +keceph > . fillets -2838 {fillets} , fillets 038 012 Exo /^{fillets /of silver . fillets 038 011 Exo /^{fillets /of silver . fillets 027 011 Exo /^{fillets /of silver . fillets 038 019 Exo /^{fillets /of silver . fillets 038 017 Exo /^{fillets /of
silver ; and the overlaying of their chapiters of silver ; and all the pillars of the court were filleted with silver . fillets 027 010 Exo /^{fillets /shall be of silver . fillets 038 010 Exo /^{fillets /were of silver . fillets 036 038 Exo /^{fillets 
/with gold : but their five sockets were of brass . fillets And the twenty pillars thereof and their twenty sockets [shall be of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [shall be of] silver. fillets And likewise for the north side in 
length [there shall be] hangings of an hundred [cubits] long, and his twenty pillars and their twenty sockets [of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. fillets And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he overlaid
their chapiters and their {fillets} with gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass. fillets Their pillars [were] twenty, and their brazen sockets twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [were of] silver. fillets And for the north 
side [the hangings were] an hundred cubits, their pillars [were] twenty, and their sockets of brass twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. fillets And for the west side [were] hangings of fifty cubits, their pillars ten, 
and their sockets ten; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. fillets And the sockets for the pillars [were of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and 
all the pillars of the court [were] filleted with silver. fillets And their pillars [were] four, and their sockets [of] brass four; their hooks [of] silver, and the overlaying of their chapiters and their {fillets} [of] silver. 



fillets , EX , 27:10 , EX , 27:11 , EX , 36:38 , EX , 38:10 , EX , 38:11 , EX , 38:12 , EX , 38:17 , EX , 38:19
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fillets Interlinear Index Study fillets EXO 027 010 And the twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + thereof and their 
twenty <06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden > [ shall be of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav 
> of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ shall be of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets 
EXO 027 011 And likewise <03651 +ken > for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > in length 
<00753 +>orek > [ there shall be ] hangings <07050 +qela< > of an hundred <03967 +me>ah > [ cubits ] long 
<00753 +>orek > , and his twenty <06242 + pillars <05982 + and their twenty <06242 + sockets <00134 +>eden 
> [ of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} 
<02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 036 038 And the five <02568 +chamesh > pillars
<05982 + of it with their hooks <02053 +vav > : and he overlaid <06823 +tsaphah > their chapiters <07218 
+ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > with gold <02091 +zahab > : but their five <02568 +chamesh > 
sockets <00134 +>eden > [ were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > . fillets EXO 038 010 Their pillars <05982 + [
were ] twenty <06242 + , and their brasen <05178 +n@chosheth > sockets <00134 +>eden > twenty <06242 + ; 
the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ were of ] silver <03701 
+keceph > . fillets EXO 038 011 And for the north <06828 +tsaphown > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ the hangings 
were ] an hundred <03967 +me>ah > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + [ were ] twenty <06242 
+ , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > of brass <05178 +n@chosheth > twenty <06242 + ; the hooks <02053 
+vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 
038 012 And for the west <03220 +yam > side <06285 +pe>ah > [ were ] hangings <7050qela< > of fifty <02572 
+chamishshiym > cubits <00520 +>ammah > , their pillars <05982 + ten <06235 + , and their sockets <00134 
+>eden > ten <06235 + ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > 
[ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 017 And the sockets <00134 +>eden > for the pillars <05982 + [ 
were of ] brass <05178 +n@chosheth > ; the hooks <02053 +vav > of the pillars <05982 + and their {fillets} 
<02838 +chashuq > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and the overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters 
<07218 +ro>sh > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > ; and all <03605 +kol > the pillars <05982 + of the court <02691 
+chatser > [ were ] filleted <02836 +chashaq > with silver <03701 +keceph > . fillets EXO 038 019 And their 
pillars <05982 + [ were ] four <00702 +>arba< > , and their sockets <00134 +>eden > [ of ] brass <05178 
+n@chosheth > four <00702 +>arba< > ; their hooks <02053 +vav > [ of ] silver <03701 +keceph > , and the 
overlaying <06826 +tsippuwy > of their chapiters <07218 +ro>sh > and their {fillets} <02838 +chashuq > [ of ] 
silver <03701 +keceph > .



their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets their fillets with gold 



fillets Exo_38_12 /^{fillets /of silver . fillets Exo_38_11 /^{fillets /of silver . fillets Exo_27_11 /^{fillets /of silver 
. fillets Exo_38_19 /^{fillets /of silver . fillets Exo_38_17 /^{fillets /of silver ; and the overlaying of their 
chapiters of silver ; and all the pillars of the court were filleted with silver . fillets Exo_27_10 /^{fillets /shall be of
silver . fillets Exo_38_10 /^{fillets /were of silver . fillets Exo_36_38 /^{fillets /with gold : but their five sockets 
were of brass .





- fillets , 2838 , 



fillets And the twenty pillars thereof and their twenty sockets [shall be of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their 
{fillets} [shall be of] silver. fillets And likewise for the north side in length [there shall be] hangings of an hundred
[cubits] long, and his twenty pillars and their twenty sockets [of] brass; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} 
[of] silver. fillets And the five pillars of it with their hooks: and he overlaid their chapiters and their {fillets} with 
gold: but their five sockets [were of] brass. fillets Their pillars [were] twenty, and their brazen sockets twenty; the 
hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [were of] silver. fillets And for the north side [the hangings were] an 
hundred cubits, their pillars [were] twenty, and their sockets of brass twenty; the hooks of the pillars and their 
{fillets} [of] silver. fillets And for the west side [were] hangings of fifty cubits, their pillars ten, and their sockets 
ten; the hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver. fillets And the sockets for the pillars [were of] brass; the 
hooks of the pillars and their {fillets} [of] silver; and the overlaying of their chapiters [of] silver; and all the pillars
of the court [were] filleted with silver. fillets And their pillars [were] four, and their sockets [of] brass four; their 
hooks [of] silver, and the overlaying of their chapiters and their {fillets} [of] silver.
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